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karl, for the record, i just downloaded 9.5. to be honest, i was glad to get 9.4. the last version prior to that
(9.0) was unusable. so, i was a bit surprised to see 9.0. i was able to successfully upgrade from that
version to 9.5, but after a successful update, acrobat told me that i needed to update to 9. after some trial
and error, i found the 9.5 update. i downloaded that one and then i was able to successfully update to 9.5
and even now it is working well. (there was a brief moment during the upgrade when a window indicated
that it was going to uninstall some items and reboot. i clicked ok and it did what it was supposed to do. it
also said it was going to restart the computer, and it did. i believe i had a few other programs running at
the time, but i doubt that it would have made any difference, since i have run acrobat for a very long time
and never had an issue. just ran into an issue. i was trying to upgrade from 9.4.5.5 to 9.5 and that failed. i
tried to go to 9.0 and again that failed. that is when i started to get worried. i tried the find and replace on
the link but it did not seem to find anything. the link was: ftp://ftp.adobe.com/pub/adobe/acrobat/mac/9.x.
the file i downloaded was: acrobat-9.5-macosx.dmg i then went back to the link to the 9.4.5. it appears
that the file i downloaded was for the mac os. i have a pc. if i could get an upgrade to work for the pc i
could save a lot of time. the link that was provided by karl is:
ftp://ftp.adobe.com/pub/adobe/acrobat/mac/9.x if it does not work, and you get a message that you need
to update, go back to the adobe.com website and download the adobe tool v4.9.4.0 [last working version]
which is the version that works. use the find and replace feature in your browser to change the link from
ftp://ftp.adobe.com/pub/adobe/acrobat/mac/9.x to ftp://ftp.x.5. (remember to use the.x because the
version numbers can go on and on). then you will be able to get the.dmg file to get the final version.
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the latest versions of acrobat reader are always the most reliable in terms of stability and compatibility.
with this version, no updates will appear after september 15, 2011. if you receive the error “the plug-in is
not currently installed.” when opening acrobat reader please follow the steps below to install and use this

version of the product. i just downloaded the 9.1.6.0.dmg. i ran the uninstall script and everything is
purged. i then ran the adobe_tool.sh and it just does not do anything. i am at wits end trying to figure out

what is going on with this thing. i am going to burn a copy of the 9.dmg for my son to take home, if it
makes any difference. at my older age i do not expect much out of cs4, so i am pretty happy with the

results i have been getting from the newest version. but, as a teacher of the youth warrior concept, i keep
looking for the latest and greatest. they never deliver that, but i often need to try to fix what they did, and
the earlier they fix it the more time i have to correct it before it is too late. same thing with my scanner. in
the past i was used to adobe and other scanner software now i use hp deskscan. it is a lot better than the

scanner that came with my first apple computer. (seen a lot of them come and go since then.) you are
pushing cs4 to me. i understand that, at my age, but i keep looking for the 'wow' factor. i am satisfied.

works as advertised. but i have not yet found the latest and greatest. i do not know that i can wait,
because i do not get to select my own computer and take it home for the weekend to experiment. i guess i

will just have to hope for a new toy in the future, but i am not sure that will happen. thanks for the help.
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